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Synopsis: Results of captioned conference.

Details: For information of recipients, captioned conference was held in Seattle, Washington during the time period of 26-29 October 2009 and attended by the majority of the Domain Management Coordinators and Intelligence Program Coordinators from the Western Region. In response to a request by the region, the purpose of the conference was to assist them in addressing threat priorities on a regional basis instead of only a field office basis. Presentations included but were not limited to Regional Intelligence Groups, Geospatial Analysis, regional collaboration between field offices and general administrative issues such as the retooling of Domain Intelligence Notes (DINs).

1 - Annual Domain Assessments:

Are they still going to be required? If so, a due date needs to be set.

RECOMMENDATION: The participants suggested having them all due at same time; this would allow for synchronicity of information at least on a regional basis.

2 - Annual Priorities Board:
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Major concern is that Headquarters is/will be driving what the field will be doing in contradiction to wherein a field office is supposed to identify and work its own threats.

3 - Taskings:

RECOMMENDATION: Writer opines that the effectiveness of the tasking mechanism will be lost if 1) they are not for urgent matters; 2) reasonable time lines are not established for the conduct of the tasking; 3) the DI does not do reasonable triage on taskings in cooperation with the operational divisions and 4) explicit guidance is not provided at the outset of the tasking.

4 - DINs:

RECOMMENDATION BY FIELD:
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